BXT-10

Battery Powered Combination Tool for Polyester and Polypropylene Strapping

**Easy operation**
- Ergonomic design reduces operator fatigue
- Two-button process ensures simple operation

**Maximum uptime**
- High speed performance increases efficiency
- Simultaneous loading of both strap ends minimizes loading time

**Improved battery power**
- Output of 300 strapping cycles between recharges maximizes productivity
- Battery recharges in only 60 minutes
- Low battery level still supplies peak tension levels

**Specifications**
- **Strapping:** For use with 3/8” to 1/2” (9mm and 13mm) polyester and polypropylene strapping
- **Tension Rating:** Up to 150 lbs
- **Weight:** 7.8 lbs (3.5 kg)

Charger and two batteries included
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